GENERAL CONDITIONS OF COOPERATION
SK-EXPO offers temporary importation for exhibition goods (customs regime “import-31”)
under conditions, as follows:
1. Temporary importation is possible only for demonstration at industrial show, exhibition, conference,
presentation or other event, which is officially announced in mass media and which has official fixed
name, date & venue. Moreover, event must be held in Kiev only.
2. The term of temporary importation is limited by the time official working period of the show added by
the time needed for mounting & dismantling of exposition, time for organizing retour transportation.
Exact term/period of temporary import of exhibits is defined by customs house (аs a rule “temporary
importation time” is no longer than 10-15 days after show).
3. According to the Ukrainian laws each separate cargo requires permission for temporary importation.
This permission is issued by the customs house as the reply on application by SK-EXPO. Application
requires copies of the following documents: proforma-invoice signed & stamped, contract with SK-EXPO
for the services signed & stamped; CMR or AWB, Carnet TIR).
4. According to the Ukrainian laws, all temporarily imported exhibits must:
a) be returned to their home countries out of Ukraine (or any other country out of Ukraine);
or
b) be registered in the regime of “definitive import” (customs regime “import-40”).
Regime changing to definitive (final) importation is possible only in the case of conclusion of sales
contract with Ukrainian company (no sales to individuals, legal entities only), which is registered at
certain Ukrainian customs house. When sales contract is signed the company-buyer makes new customs
declaration for final import ("import 40") and pays all required payments and taxes: duty, excise and
VAT). The short-term storage - not more than one (1) week - of sold goods is allowed only in case of a
signed sales contract between the exhibitor and Ukrainian buyer.
5. Exhibition goods can be temporary imported to the territory of Ukraine only on a basis of a contract
with SK-EXPO. Please, contact us to receive the sample of contract.
!NB! RETAIL SALES FROM THE STAND ARE STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IT IS A SERIOUS
VIOLATION OF THE UKRAINIAN LEGISLATION. ALL KINDS OF EXHIBITS CAN BE SOLD ON A
CONTRACT BASIS ONLY.
SK-EXPO offers final importation for exhibition giveaways and souvenirs (customs regime
“import-40”) under conditions, as follows:
Final importation is possible only for exhibition giveaways and souvenirs (catalogues, brochures and any
kind of printed materials, pens, lighters, other small gifts etc.) Exhibition giveaways are the special
goods, which will be distributed for free at an exhibition and won’t be taken back to a home country after.
If your goods may be regarded, as unusual exhibition giveaways or gifts, and you are willing to have
these goods stay in Ukraine after show, please, send us request to check if these goods are possible for
final import through our service.
-------------------------------------------------Transport insurance
We strongly recommend covering your consignments with a full comprehensive insurance policy, which
covers all risks of the inward movement, the full tenancy period and the return shipment.
Security storage
For security reasons during the build up and dismantling period we urge you to give us a written storage
instruction for small and/or high valued goods.
If in the end of exhibition the goods are not present at the booth for either return transport or
appropriate import customs clearance, the exhibitor is responsible for any duties, VAT and taxes that may
be imposed by customs authorities. In order to avoid this we urge all exhibitors not to handle over sold
goods to the buyer directly! Arrange storage with SK-EXPO to be sure customs clearance is done.
Goods of special attention
There are special customs regulations for all goods in article 1-24 of international commodity
classification (food, alcohol, etc), as well u for medical equipments. These items cannot be imported to
Ukraine without special permission by corresponding authorities.
Any kind of food or medicine products can not be imported without special permission and can not be
send to our address without special confirmation from our side. Besides usual paperwork, such cargo
must be accompanied with all Certificates required.
Packing
All goods must be shipped in appropriate packing for this special kind of goods. SK-EXPO is not
responsible for any damage caused to the goods inside packing, which has no signs of damage.

